RATIONAL HOMOLOGY AND WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS MICHAEL DYER
D. W. Kahn defined a spectral sequence C^{ X\ R) for the Postnikov system &{X) of a 1-connected CW-complex which converges to H*(X; R), the singular homology of X with coefficients in R. We study ^(X; R) in two settings: (a) to give a generalization of the classical theorem of Eilenberg and MacLane concerning the dependence of Hi(X; Z) on the first nonzero homotopy group of X (2.1) and (b) to give a complete computation of H t (X; Q) (Q = rationale) for i ^ S c(X) (c(X) = connectivity of X) in terms of the graded homotopy group Π®Q = {π % {X) (g) Q | 0 < ΐ ^ 3 c(X)} and the Whitehead product on this group (0.1 and 0.2).
In § 1 we give a quick description of c (f{X\ R) for later use and in § 2 we generalize the Eilenberg-MacLane theorem by giving an exact sequence involving the first two nonzero homotopy groups.
(X, Q) is studied in § 3, with the result that we are able to identify E ι (X; Q) somewhat above the diagonal (Kahn identified it below the diagonal in [7] ) (3.3) and to show that the Whitehead product is the only non-zero differential operator, provided the total degree is less than 3 c(X) (3 10). Section 4 gives the computations of H^X; Q) and various other applications.
1* Description of the Spectral Sequence of .^(X).
In this note X is a (n -reconnected space, n > 1, having the homotopy type of a CW-complex. All maps and spaces are "pointed".
Let {X iy r i9 TΓJ = 3^{X) be a Postnikov system for X (see [6] for definition). Choose m > n and convert the map r m : X-> X m into a fiber map. Use the same notation for the new map. In the tower of spaces 
) is the first k-invariant in a Postnikov decomposition of X and T 3 : Hj(π p (X)y p + l G) -+ H 3 -λ {π p (X), p; G) is the transgression, which is an isomorphism provided
Thus Er, s = 0 for 0 ^ r < n, n<r<p,p<r<q and all s. This gives a two-term condition (see [5] , chapter VIII) on the E l -term of %?(&>(X), m; G). Using (1.2) we have that H^X; G) « H^π^X), n; G) forn^i<p(a, 1-term condition here) and for p ^ i < q we have the exact sequence of the theorem. Note that we did not need q <L 2n in order to obtain the two-term condition, but only in order to use (1.2) . It is clear from [7] that ψ p (the edge homomorphism) is the Hurewicz homomorphism.
We will now show that Φ i -T* <>(&)*. Since Φi is essentially has significance in its own right, we give it as a separate lemma.
Lemma 2.3 If π^X) = 0 for l<^i < n, n<i<p,p<i<q, then (a) E). }S = E?~n for r = n, p provided s ^ q -p. (b)
The following triangle commutes for s ^ min {n, q -p}.
where
• -S^(^p, 2> + 1) (^P = ^P(-3Γ)) ^s û sual path space fibration. T is an isomorphism provided n + s ίg 2p.
Proof, (a) follows because 7Γ^(X) = 0 for 1 ^ i < n, n < i <C p for all s, since d p " Λ : £^i >β -> ^ ,_(,,_")_! is the first nonzero differential operator, E p>s = j^J^n provided s^q -p since 7τ^(X) = 0 for n < i < p,
(b) since cP~% is given by the composition (see 2.
2)
we are asking that the following diagram commute: +s-l(Fp, Fq) ) 
c -> X y is ίΛe inclusion, and (c) T is ^Λe transgression (which is an isomorphism for s î + 2).
3* Rational homology and Whitehead products* In this section we consider Kahn's spectral sequence with coefficients in Q, the ration&ls. For this special case we are able to identify the E ι -teτm considerably above the diagonal. This occurs because for Q coefficients, H*{π, n; Q) & a Hopf algebra over Q on dim ρ (ττ ® Z Q) generators of degree n.
In [8] , J. P. Meyer demonstrated how to compute Whitehead products in π*{X) from a Postnikov system for X and in [7] , Theorem 9.1, D. W. Kahn used Meyer's results to show that a certain higher differential operator in C^{ X) Q) is the Whitehead product. In the range of our identification, we show that this differential is the only nonzero differential operator. This allows a complete computation of Hi(X; Q), i S 3 c(X), in terms of the homotopy groups of X and the (rational) Whitehead products, where c(X) is the connectivity of X. Then it is easy to see that S P (G) ^ Λ (v, p) 2p , the Q-module of Λ (v, p) in degree 2p. LEMMA Proof. Let p > 1 and consider the homology Serre spectral sequence [5] for the fibration F p+ί <=-> (F P9 F p+1 ) -> (Iffo, J>), *). The j© 2 -term, with coeflficients in Q, is , p), *; fΓ.ίFp^; Q) ^ J? r (τr p , ^>; Q)(x) ρ H s (F p+ί 
Let G be an abelian group. Then H 2p (G, p; Q) f& S P (G®Q).

Proof. This follows because H*(G, p; Q) = yl(dim ρ (G (x) Q), p).
; Q) .
Note that if r < 2p, then i?*, s -0 unless r = p and It is easy to see from this, 1.1 (a), and the fact that 1 (a) and the Hurewicz theorem. Consider the homology Serre spectral sequence with coefficients in Q of the fibration F p+ι c F p -> K(π p , p) given by 1.1 (b). If p < q g 2p -2, then the exact sequence of [5] , page 284, implies that i*: H q {F p+1 ) ^ H q (F p ) . Similar arguments on the homology Serre spectral sequences for
Proof. This is follows from 3.3 because the only non-zero term Kahn's theorem 4.1 [7] identifies this map (the edge homomorphism) as hi (x) 1.
This result was known to Cartan and Serre in [2] . We will now study the differentials in ^(X; <>°; Q). According to Theorem 2.2 of [3] (see also [9] , Chapter 2), given X, 3 aCTF-complex X(x)<3 and a map f:X-+X(x)Q (a) τr,(X(x)Q)^7r,(X)(x)Q (b) / is a homotopy equivalence modulo the class j/ of torsion groups.
(c) 3 an isomorphism v such that the following commutes:
where t(a) = a 01, for aeπ^X). 
c(X). An easy induction using the mod J7~ 5-Lemma [5] , and the homotopy ladder induced by »Q, n) shows that (ίof\ FniY ; h :H j (F n 
is a ^-isomorphism for j ^ 2'c(X) (and an epimorphism for j > 2-c(X)). By the Whitehead theorem mod j7~ [5] , page 512, we then have that (3.6) (i°/l*v.v>)*:
is an isomorphism for j ^ 2-c(X) and an epimorphism for j = 2-c(X) + 1. By the naturality of the universal coefficient theorem and the Serre spectral sequence, we have the following commutative diagram for p <; 2 c(X) and p < q <; 2p -2. 
*(X)^)
*®i --iί P (7Γ p (x) Q, p) 0 H q (F
H p (K(π p (X), p); H,[F P^( X)\ Q))
UCT where s( ) in the above is the isomorphism defined from the Serre spectral sequence for F p+1 (-) cr -> F p ( ) -> K(π p ( ), p). In this range of dimensions (p fg 2 c(X), p < q ^ 2^ -2) the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. 3.6 implies that the bottom row is an isomorphism, provided q^ 2 c(X). A similar argument gives the case q = p.
From this we deduce that 
